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Abstract. With the innovation and entrepreneurship proposed, the development of information technology, the Internet is widely used in various fields, and the world has gradually entered a new era of the Internet. The Internet has promoted the socio-economic structure of human beings, and the Internet has exerted a tremendous influence on the social transformation and development model. Internet gold was born under such a background of great development and great changes. It has rapidly developed into a new financial model in the global context. Different from the traditional financial industry, Internet finance is a "new species" resulting from the complementarity and combination of two different characteristics of the Internet technology and finance industries. Coupled with the rapid development in recent years, it has rushed out of the scope of effective control of the traditional financial industry. It has many loopholes and risks in legal guidance and regulation. From the perspective of innovative legal risk prevention, this paper comprehensively analyzes the main models of China's Internet finance and the existing legal risks. In combination with advanced foreign regulatory experience, this paper makes a comparatively in-depth analysis and discussion of China's current Internet financial innovation legal risk prevention. From the actual combination of supervision provides some of their own ideas and suggestions.

Introduction

Internet finance is an emerging financial industry that has developed based on internet technology. Compared with the traditional financial industry, the disadvantages of Internet finance are also extremely prominent, and the risks and challenges it faces are also difficult to control, especially in the prevention of legal risks in Internet finance. Due to the lagging, lacking and limitations of the law itself, the prevention of Internet financial legal risks has become a major problem that restricts the health and sustainable development of Internet finance. From the perspective of government regulatory agencies, the healthy development of Internet finance has a bearing on the stability and long-term development of the entire social economy. From the perspective of the Internet finance industry and enterprises, the healthy development of Internet finance can promote the further development of the entire financial industry. Promote the growth of enterprises themselves and maximize profitability. From the perspective of Internet finance investors, a good internet financial investment environment can obtain investment returns and achieve investment objectives on the premise of reducing their own investment risks. The more reasonable the measures for the supervision and prevention of Internet financial legal risks, the more effective the final results achieved. Therefore, this paper tries to make in-depth and detailed investigations on the difficult issues of internet finance related to the innovation risk prevention aspect of the Internet, and puts forward suggestions for improving the legal aspects.

The Main Mode of Internet Finance

As a new thing, Internet finance is still in the process of continuous development and improvement. It is still too early to draw conclusions on it. For an area that is still constantly diversifying and combining, we combine the current development of Internet finance in the physical industry and
combine its future development trends. The major modes of Internet finance are the following.

**P2P network loan**

Peer-to-Peer lending (P2P) refers to point-to-point credit. P2P online lending refers to borrowing and lending of funds by third-party Internet platforms. Lenders look for willingness and ability to lend to groups on the Internet platform. They take credit risks with lenders and help borrowers choose after full comparison. Interest rates are higher, and more lenders benefit from lending money.

**Crowdfunding**

Crowdfunding, also known as public fundraising, refers to obtaining financial assistance by showing your project to investors. Crowdfunding is the use of the fast-propagating nature of Internet finance to allow entrepreneurs, individuals, or public institutions with entrepreneurial intentions to publish and display their own ideas and projects through the Internet platform. This will provide investors with funds for their interest. Crowdfunding organizations need to obtain relevant audits before they can carry out project promotion and popularization.

**Network Virtual Currency**

Refers to an unreal currency. It is based on the Internet Information Network, using computer technology and communication technology as a means to digitally realize the online equivalent of circulation and payment. Bitcoin is one of the representatives. Its characteristic is that it does not require physical exchange, but it is registered as a symbol. It is generally only distributed on the Internet and does not have the functional attributes of general equivalents in real life. The emergence of Bitcoin reflects the essence of Internet finance is the currency of the Internet virtualization.

**Internet Insurance**

In simple terms, it is a way to carry out insurance marketing online by taking advantage of the convenience of Internet technology. Internet insurance refers to the market economy that conducts insurance business promotion and marketing on the Internet, using Internet technology and e-commerce as the medium. Compared with traditional insurance products and sales models, customers can compare product deadlines, insurance reputations, and insurance premiums of multiple insurance companies online to clearly identify product features, costs, and risk analysis, and then freely choose their own conditions and requirements. In order to minimize the risk, obtain insurance income, and then protect their own legitimate rights and interests.

**Overview of Internet Financial Legal Risk**

The healthy development of Internet finance requires the support of internet technology, the need for the prevention and control of risk prevention technology, and the need for legal protection; it requires both a soft law culture and a hard law structure; it requires both accurate grasp of financial risks and strict compliance with by law. Therefore, the emergence of Internet financial legal risk has its inevitability. On the one hand, it is determined by the inherent limitations of law's lag, dependence, and uncertainty; on the other hand, it is the nature and characteristics of Internet finance. definite. Internet finance is a new industry resulting from the combination of the Internet and the financial industry. Compared with the traditional financial industry, the emergence of Internet finance lacks rigor and standardization, coupled with its rapid development, and is destined to bring certainty to the current financial market. The degree of shock and pressure. At the same time, due to the huge cultural differences between the two, various types of Internet financial products have legal risks in varying degrees, which has led to the confusing development of Internet finance. The so-called legal risks of internet finance mainly refer to the changes in the environment of external laws and regulations of internet financial institutions and investors, or the fact that they do not have legal basis and do not effectively exercise their rights and perform obligations in accordance with the provisions of the contract, resulting in negative results. Legal consequences of various types of risks.
The Risk of Internet finance

Legal Risks of Business Information Disclosure
For the P2P online loan platform, in order to obtain symmetry of information and gain the trust of investors, various information of the borrower needs to be published on the network, and this information belongs to the core business information for the network platform. When competing with other network platforms or competing with customers, it is easy for opponents to obtain, thus losing the initiative and advantages in competition, and leading to the emergence of a series of legal issues.

Legal Risks of Privacy Infringement
The main subject of this type of risk is the users of Internet finance. For example, in August 2014, some people complained that their Alipay personal information was posted on the Internet inexplicably. The relevant information included such information as name, home address, contact information, and amount of money. After investigation, Alipay explained that it has already protected the relevant information with security and encryption. Under normal circumstances, there will be no leakage of privacy and secrets. Such an accident may be due to the user's own use of Alipay. Not due to precautions.

The legal risks between the lending entities
This mainly refers to the legal risks caused by excessively high lending rates. First of all, as a new type of financial management model, for lenders, lending funds through internet platforms is to obtain higher investment returns than bank deposits, but at the same time it is bound to take higher profits than bank deposits. Risk hidden dangers. The unrecoverable cost, the illegality of the investment platform or the “walk” can all cause huge losses; for the borrower, it lacks funds itself, and the high interest payment makes it more difficult to repay, so it may face legal liability at any time. For the lending platform, high-risk brings high profits. For each platform to compete for the customer base, it will inevitably drive up the revenue, making the high-interest agreement stipulated by the illegal national laws and regulations, and at the same time, once the borrower cannot pay, the entire There will be problems in the links, and companies themselves will inevitably face serious legal risks. In addition, the adjustment of national policies and the improvement of laws and regulations will also bring challenges to the investment platform.

Legal Risks of Internet Direct Selling Funds
The Internet economy is a typical eyeball economy that stimulates users' eyeballs as an important marketing tool. Since the Internet organizations entered the financial industry, they have not carried out their business operations in accordance with the requirements and provisions of the law in many respects, and have resorted to legal blanks. For example, there are fund projects launched by Internet organizations and they have been described as zero-risk in publicity. This is clearly contrary to relevant laws and regulations in China. Therefore, such products will inevitably be illegal, and there is a risk that the benefits due to contract invalidation will not be realized.
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Implementation of a Business License System for Internet Financial Companies
To promote the supervision of Internet finance, and to coordinate and cooperate with various regulatory agencies, the regulatory authority can implement a business license system for the access of Internet finance companies, and establish a mandatory information disclosure system similar to that of the securities market to safeguard consumers’ Right to know and strengthen social supervision of internet financial institutions. The current regulatory authority can first issue business licenses to some Internet companies with a high level of development and a high level in the industry. They must strictly control their operation methods and capital flows to prevent the further penetration of legal risks, especially the P2P financing platform and the In the field of tripartite payment platforms, and successively liberalizing access requirements in the Internet finance sector, the entry threshold has been lowered, and the entire Internet finance industry has developed in a healthy and stable manner.
Establishing a Credit System for Internet Financial Enterprises

Establish a credit system for internet finance companies, establish a credit database for relevant transaction data of various trading platforms, and require internet financial institutions to cooperate with banks to ensure third-party custody of funds. The establishment of a credit information system and database will help standardize the behavior of Internet finance companies and guide them to engage in normal trading activities within the framework of laws and regulations. At the same time, they provide conditions and basis for the disclosure and disclosure of information and facilitate the disclosure of Internet companies. Transparent, to ensure that users freely choose and know the situation.

Formulate a Reasonable and Effective Emergency Plan

As the first person responsible for preventing and resolving legal risks, internet finance companies have obligations and conditions to bear corresponding responsibilities. The occurrence of legal risks in Internet financial institutions is sudden and unpredictable, so it is difficult to fully prepare for prevention in advance. When legal risks occur, internet financial institutions should promptly refute or review the situation, seek assistance from relevant regulatory agencies and local governments, and actively request assistance from interbank financial institutions to avoid irreparable loss caused by the exaggeration of risks. At the same time, it is necessary to do a good job of appeasing investor sentiment, explain the relevant conditions in a timely manner, stabilize the online funds and psychological expectations of customers, and strive to solve problems quickly.

Strengthen the Self-Regulatory Role of the Industry

The healthy development of internet finance can not be separated from the guidance and supervision of the government's supervisory departments, but at the same time it also requires the industry to strengthen self-discipline. In the Internet finance industry, although various companies have different business forms, development stages, and asset sizes, there are bound to be various business contacts and related aspects that can be used for reference. Therefore, all Internet finance enterprises should establish a unified industry association, formulate industry standards, jointly implement national guidelines and policies and industry standards, strengthen self-regulation and compliance construction, avoid vicious competition, waste resources, and damage the interests of investors. By strengthening the cooperation among the Internet finance industry associations, the Internet industry associations, and the financial industry associations, they will work together to maintain the order of competition in the Internet industry, avoid vicious competition, and damage the public interest.

Conclusion

Internet finance combines the dual factors of the Internet and finance. Its risk is dual, affected not only by financial risks but also by Internet risks. Internet financial risks can be divided into two categories. One is conventional risks that are consistent with traditional financial fields. There are market risks, credit risks, operational risks, liquidity risks, and reputation risks. These risks are due to the penetration of Internet financial characteristics. Causes, forms of manifestation, harm levels, etc. are different from traditional financial risks. Based on the innovation of legal risks and based on the relevant problems in the current development of China's Internet finance, this paper empirically studies the factors influencing the risks of Internet financial institutions and the impact on users' use of the Internet from the perspective of Internet financial institutions and Internet financial users. In this way, we propose targeted prevention mechanisms for internet financial risks.
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